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TIRA Corporation is a successor of 

Komintern Research and 

Production Company, the first 

Russian research and production 

radio enterprise which evolved 

from the Kronshtadt workshop of 

inventor Alexander Popov.  
Enterprise foundation date - 

November 16 (29), 1911 

“TIRA” Corporation” 



Our Corporation was a pioneer in radio systems  construction  
and one of the greatest Russian radio engineering  enterprises. 

  

Its Centenary  begins on 29th November 2016. 

 

“TIRA” Corporation” 



Nowadays  the Corporation provides communication 
equipment  and  high precision systems for radio  
communication, TV and radio broadcasting.  

 
Targeting areas for research and innovations are 

fundamental problems in radio engineering, radio physics  
and  radio waves propagation.  

“TIRA” Corporation” 



“TIRA” Corporation   includes Companies: 

 
PJSC  “Russian Institute for Power Radiobuilding” (“RIPR” JSC) 
 

JSC  “Mighty Apparatus for Radio broadcasting & TV”   

(“MART”  JSC) 
 

 “Priboy” PJSC 
 

 
 

 “Passat” LLС 

JSC “Design bureau “Radiosvyaz” 

“TIRA” Corporation” 



“RIPR”  equipment meets an urgent 
operational requirements in radio 
communication and data transmission  
designed for aviation and maritime traffic 
navigation, federal main railways, 
EMERCOM of Russia, geologic 
exploration, civil, defence and many 
other. 

 

“RIPR” JSC 



“RIPR”  PJSC  is a leading supplier of 
power HF equipment within the range 
from 100 W to 100 kW  and LF equipment 
with the range up to 5 MW radio 
communication systems. 

“RIPR” PJSC 

HF radio complex 



Fixed and mobile HF radio centers 

“RIPR” PJSC 



“RIPR” PJSC 

PACKAGED SOLUTIONS,  

containerized systems  

and turn key projects 



“MART”  JSC 

Modified series of digital  
TV  transmitters is 
recommended for digital 
broadcasting network  
implementation in 
accordance. 

 

“Sivash Skew” antenna  

5 kW liquid-cooled DVB-T2 

Transmitter 

UHF DVB bandpass filter  



Modified series of digital  TV  

transmitters Modified series 

of digital  TV  transmitters 

“Neva” for digital 

broadcasting network  

implementation in accordance 

to Federal Special-Purpose  

Program “Digital TV 

Broadcasting Development in 

Russian Federation for the 

period 2009-2015”. 

 0,01 kW DVB-T2 Transmitter  

 

1 kW DVB-T2 Transmitter  

 

5 kW Air-cooled DVB-T2 

Transmitter 

“MART”  JSC 



 “Priboy” PJSC 
 

“Priboy” PJSC  provides the complete  

technological production cycle of 

complex high-fidelity radio and 

electronic devices such as TV and radio  

transmitters, antenna-feeder 

components, power supply equipment, 

high frequency generators and pulse 

modulation units.   

 



 “Priboy” PJSC 
 

At present “Priboy” PJSC is technically 

advanced and modernized engineering 

enterprise. Successful and effective 

development is provided by  highly 

skilled and effectively trained staff and 

renovated manufacturing facilities. 

 

 

”Priboy”   Quality Control System 

corresponds to the National Standard 

GOST R ISO 9001 that provides high 

manufacturing process quality factor. 



«Passat» LLC 
Software development for education and control automation systems.  

«Passat» LLC 
 



1. Informatization of the personnel training; 
2. Informatization of the forces control; 
3. Metrological support of electronic warfare system 

development; 
4. Ergonomic support of electronic warfare system 

development;  
5. Development of information technologies for automated 

control systems of state and municipal authorities. 
 

«Passat» LLC 



JSC «Radio Communication Design Bureau» 
specializes in the design and manufacture of radio 
communication and navigation equipment: MF/HF transmitters 
and receivers, VHF transmitters (100 - 400 MHz), satellite 
communication systems of A, C, M Inmarsat standards.  

JSC «Radio Communication Design Bureau» 



- automated control systems  

- communication complexes for ground, air and marine 
application, as well as for use on mobile sites 

- shore communication complexes and communication centers 
for use in national communication systems. 

 
Today the Radio Communication Design Bureau offers a wide 
range of radio and navigation devices competitive on the world 
market, and many of them have no analogues in the world. 

JSC «Radio Communication Design Bureau» 



The Corporation incorporates a 

number of  Design research divisions 

and  Laboratories creating the radio 

transmitting equipment and control 

systems; there are  IT department, 

Quality-Estimation department, 

Management and Marketing Service, 

Warranty maintenance center, Patent 

office, and other departments. 

 

“TIRA” Corporation” 



There is  Council  for Science and Engineering where  main plans  for strategic 
scientific and technical development are stated.  

Corporation’s Postgraduate Center 

provides  high level professional 

training and facilities to complete 

high professional education for our 

engineers on the base of extramural 

program. 

 

“TIRA” Corporation” 



 “TIRA” Corporation  is famous for its extensive 

practical  performance, successful development at 

all technological stages for telecommunications 

and radio broadcasting systems. Our  corporation 

meets an urgent operational requirements and 

fast-growing demands  and is intended to increase 

its proficiency in scientific research, manufacturing, 

modernization and  operation maintenance.  

“TIRA” Corporation provides  commissioning tests, 

start-up and adjusting procedures, and carries out 

substantial completion. 

“TIRA” Corporation” 



“TIRA” Corporation equipment reliably works and demonstrates high  quality 
performance in many parts of Russian Federation, USA  and different parts of the 
world: some countries in Europe, on African continent,, China, India, Vietnam, 
Belorussia,  Kazakhstan, Armenia and others. 

 

“TIRA” Corporation” 



66, 11-ya, liniya, V.O.,  

St.-Petersburg,  

Russia, 199048 

Tel/fax: +7(812) 328-44-05 

e-mail: export@tira.ru 

 

www.rimr.ru, www.martspb.ru  

 

 

 

199048 Россия, Санкт-Петербург,  

В.О., 11-я линия, дом 66 

тел/факс: +7(812) 328-44-05 

export@tira.ru 

 

www.rimr.ru, www.martspb.ru 

 

 


